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ABSTRACT 
 
Name  :AyuRahayu 
Reg. Number : 40300109016 
Title : Racism In Gretchen Craig’s Novel “Ever My Love” 
Supervisor I : Muh. Nur Akbar Rasyid M.Pd.,M.Ed.,Ph.D 
Supervisor II : Syahruni Junaid S.S.,M.Pd 
 
This thesis studied about Racism In Gretchen Craig’s Novel “Ever my Love”. The 
aims of this research to know how Racism is described in the Gretchen Craig’s Novel 
“Ever my Love” . The method in this research used descriptive qualitative method 
and the object and source of the data of this researcher is the novel“Ever My Love”. 
Meanwhile, Instrument ofthe research is using note taking.The implication of this 
research is to inform to the reader about ofracism happen in American especially in 
magnolia plantations about slavery, which divided in two kind of Racism, Individual 
and Institutional Racism. Individual racism occurs when a person of other certain 
race makes rules and act rudely to the other races (Charmichael and Hamilton, 1967 ; 
28). In the other side, Institutional racism is an action of the majority to the minority 
which instituted and well organized to suppress minor races to get a fair and equitable 
treatment in community. The purpose of this researcher is to give understanding to 
the readers whom would like to know more about racism. Hopefully, this thesis can 
become reference to contribute in education for another research that related to 
Racism in perspective of literary work. 
Keyword : Racism, Slavery, America Plantations,  Individual Racism, Institutional 
Racism 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
 
A. Background 
Literature is a work that available to describe and connect the human life by 
the time. Human is able to know the preceding people by literary works and describe 
the future with imagination that is applied into the literary work. Literary work 
expresses both life experienced by the authors and life experienced by the others even 
the imaginative life of authors themselves (Luxemburg, et al, 1984: 11). 
In another hand, literature is not only creating imaginative into the paper, but 
also as the social institution. It refers to a technical term “dulceet utile (usage of 
literature), it is like Wellek&Warren said that literature is a social institution (1976: 
94). Basically, literature is produced in order to entertain the society, Undeniably that 
in last time, classical literature is limited by definite rule because the function of 
literature as the performing art (Tang, 2008:3-4).  
There are some theories that can be used in analyzing literary work but from 
all of the theories, the writer is interested in social approach. Sociology is the part of 
literature. Based on the Plato’s theory mimesis (literature is idea), it can be seen as 
the symbol of sociology in literature.“Literature is an attempt to make sense of our 
lives, and Sociology is an attempt to make sense of the ways in which we live our 
live”, it opinion of Tom Burns and Elizabeth Burns in their book Sociology of 
Literature and Drama (1973: 9). Sociology of literature is important point to see all 
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conditions of the community. Many aspects that happened in society, it can be 
positive and negative. But the bad factor is negative side. Society shows all aspects of 
the human character and conflict of the human. A conflict can be seen from condition 
of the person (social class). There is a famous people who expert in social class, he is 
Karl Marx. Many people have observed his work, one of them is Eagleton. 
Eagleton said in his book Criticism and Ideology Marxist Literary Theory that 
Social class is the one reality in our society that give the space in every small group 
in society. The small groups mean social class. Marx divides it becomes two classes, 
they are bourgeois and proletariat. Bourgeois is the people who have modal 
(capitalist) and proletariat is the people who work in a company. In the social 
problem there is conflict, it can be like discrimination or racism.  
Racism is discrimination to one group in society by another group. It means 
that it is like colonialism. According to LarousseinBenoist (14) that racism,itis a 
system which affirms the superiority of one racial group over the other. In this 
opinion Larousse describes that there is a superior community and small group of 
community where the superior community suppress the other community and keep 
their position in community. It happened in many places, for example in America, the 
white people colonized the black one. It can be seen in a novel, in this chance the 
researcher take a novel from Gretchen Craig’s is Every My Love. 
The novel “Ever My Love” by Gretchen Craig’s is one novel that talked about 
racism in America. It is between black and white community. The novel shows that 
the black America did not get freedom in their life because the white America force 
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them to do everything and they always judge the black America as the lower 
community in the America. How the black America found a freedom in their life. 
Therefore, the writer is interested in analyzing the novel by using sociological 
approach, which focused on racism. 
B. Problem statement 
The questions of the research as follows: 
1. What types of racism portrayed in the novel “Ever My Love” by Gretchen 
Craig’s? 
C. Objective of research 
Based on the problem statement the writer will have several objective  in this 
research as follows : 
1. To know types of racism portrayed in the novel “Ever My Love” by Gretchen 
Craig’s. 
D. Significance of the research 
1. This research explains and describes aboutracism between black and white 
people in America through the novel of Ever My Love by Gretchen Craig. This 
is because the topic of racism is related to the history of America and this 
research hoped to contribute to understanding of American novel especially in 
relation to racism in America.   
2. Practically, this paper can be a reference for the next researcher who study 
about literature and racism. 
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E. Scope of research 
To get a general description of this thesis,the writer would like to present 
the outline of the thesis. In the research,the writer focused on racism in the novel 
Ever My Love by Gretchen craig to analyzeracism based on the Carmichael and 
Hamilton theory’s.  
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CHAPTER II 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
A. Previous findings 
The writer presents some previous findings, which related or relevant with 
this research, as follows: 
Yulia (2010) in her thesis “Anti RasismePadaTokohEringruwelldalam 
Film Freedom Writerskarya Richard Lagravenese” This thesis used psychology 
social analysis. Pshycology is used to see racism and anti racism on the film. The 
result of her thesis showed that the main character Eringruwell against racism. 
This research shows how the main character against racism by using 
pshycological approach. 
Nurdiyanti (2010) in her research entitled “RasismeDalam Novel A Time 
To Kill Karya john Grisham”. The research found discrimination in America such 
as politic, education and economy. In politics black people are not getting suitable 
position in governance. In education, black people can not get education as good 
as white people get. It makes black people left behind .while in economic sector, 
black people can not get better job so they keep poor. 
Lestari (2009) wrote “Racism in Ralph Ellison’sInvisible Man. Her 
research concentrated in racism Africa-American’s condition which is 
discriminated by the whites and blacks itself. Besides that the writer used the 
sociology of literature method.She found the continuous discrimination was 
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caused by the adhesion of the white’s understanding as a superior class while the 
African-American’s were the interior one. 
The similarities of previous findings are Yulia showed that the main 
character Eringruwell against racism, she analyzed the fighting back of main 
character because of colonialism. Nurdiyanti described racism in America in the 
novel A Time to Kill. The research found racism in America are in politic, 
education and economy. She found many aspects of racism in many places. The 
black one did not free to do anything in public place because always there is 
racism there. Ayu concentrated in racism of Africa-American’s condition which is 
discriminated by the whites and blacks itself. In her research showed that the 
American force new American or Africa-American. In some research, the writers 
focused on the racism as the center discussion. It is the similar with this recent 
research, But the differences in this researchthe writer analyzed two kind of 
racism such as individual racism and institutional racism case, while  three other 
researcher only generalized racism in one kind only which is institutional racism. 
It also includes how the minority finds their freedom. 
 
B. Concept of racism 
a. Definition of racism 
Charmichael and Hamilton ( 1967 : 28 ) said the race is against black 
community and white community. Race is a biological sense that describes a 
group of people who can be distinguished by physical characteristic through 
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the process of reproduction (Gill,1985:29). Unlike Gill, Fredrick 
(2001:18)gave another definition about race. 
….race is constructed as a group of people distinguishable from 
another group of people based on physical traits, such as skin color, 
body type, hair texture, and various sizes and shapes of the nose and 
lips. 
 
Berdichewsky (1996: 27)stated that the word racism is used to mean 
acts of discrimination  based on “racial-prejudice”. Discrimination is actual 
behavior, the practice of differential and unequal treatment of other groups of 
people,  usually along racial, religious or ethnic lines (Parillo,1985:58 & 78). 
Racism is belief or doctrine that inherent differences among 
various human races determine cultural or individual achievement, 
usually involving the idea that one’s race is superior and has the right 
to rule others (the random dictionary of English, 1987:1591). 
 
Other definition(Parillo,1985:18) racism  maybe defined as linking the 
biological condition of human organism with its socio-cultural capabilities 
and behavior. 
And anti-racism a commitment and planned ongoing process to 
eliminate racism and racial discrimination in its various forms (individual, 
institutional and systemic).  The first step in anti-racism is admitting that 
racism and racial discrimination exists and the varied and subtle forms in 
which they manifest.   
The people who fell that there is something wrong with the system in a 
society have to take one real step to against. For example, the people saw and 
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felt discrimination in an area (racism), one way to solve the problem is 
against. Moreover, it is discrimination or racism by a group of people to 
another group. The people Judges the people only because different skin color 
or culture. Anti-racism is a disjunctive to bring all human same in all aspects. 
 
b. The types of racism 
Carmichael and Hamilton (1967: 28) explain that racism is both overt 
and convert it takes two, closely related forms: individual whites acting 
against individual blacks, and acts by the total white community against the 
black community. Carmichael and Hamilton divided racism into two types 
such as: 
1. Individual racism occurs when a person of other certain races makes rules 
and act rudely to other races. Because those other races are under their 
control. Individual racism consists of overt acts by individuals that cause 
death, injury, destruction of property, or denial of services or opportunity. 
Individual racism judges the person because his/her attitude or something 
bad in his/her life. Individual racism, the beliefs, attitudes, and actions of 
individuals that support or perpetuate racism. Individual racism can occur 
at both an unconscious and conscious level, and can be both activate and 
passive. 
Children develop an awareness of race and racial stereotypes quite affect 
behavior. For example children who identify with racial minority that is 
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stereotyped as not doing well in school tend to perform worse 
academically when they learn about the stereotype associated with their 
race. 
2. Institutional racism is an action of the majority to the minority which 
instituted. Institutional racism is more subtle but no less destructive. 
Institutional racism involves polices, practices, and procedures of 
institutions that have a disproportionately negative effect on racial 
minorities access to and quality of goods, services, and opportunities. 
Oppression is the systematic subjugation of a social group by another 
social group with access to social power. Institutional establishes separate 
and independent barriers to access and quality of health care. In this case, 
an action of racism gives to the group of people who have judged as the 
bad people. For example, in Indonesia the member of PKI (communist 
party) forbidden to be a civil servant. 
The first can be recorded by television cameras; it can be 
frequently be observed in the process of commission. When a black family 
moves into a home in a while neighborhood and is stoned, burned or 
routed out, they are victims of an overt act of individual racism which 
many people will condemn at least in words. When white terrorist bomb a 
black church and kill five black children that is an act of individual 
racism, widely explored by most segments of the society. But when in the 
same city-Birmingham, Alabama-five hundred black babies die each year 
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because of the lack of proper food, shelter and medical facilities, and 
thousands more are destroyed and maimed physically, emotionally and 
intellectually because conditions of poverty and discrimination in the 
black community, that is a function of institutional racism. But 
institutional racism that keeps black people looked in dilapidated slum 
tenements. Subject to the daily prey of exploitative slumlords, merchants, 
loan sharks and discriminatory real estate agents. 
The second type originates in the operation of established and 
respected forces in the society, and thus receives far less public 
condemnation than the first type. Institutional racism relies on the active 
and pervasive operation of anti-black attitudes and practices. 
 
C. Racism in America 
Based on the Thomson Journal “The Justification of Slavery and 
Segregated Education in America, Amanda Thompson Texas A&M University” 
and some information about racism that racism and ethnic discrimination in the 
United States has been a major issue since the colonial era and the slave era. 
Legally sanctioned racism sanctioned privileges and rights for white people not 
granted to Native Americans, African Americans, Asian Americans, and Latin 
Americans. European Americans (particularly Anglo Americans) were privileged 
by law in matters of education, immigration, voting rights, citizenship, land 
acquisition, and criminal procedure over periods of time extending from the 17th 
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century to the 1960s. Many non-Protestant European immigrant groups, 
particularly Jews, Irish people, Poles and Italians among others, suffered 
xenophobic exclusion and other forms of discrimination in American society 
(Thompson, 2006 : 2). 
Major racially and ethnically structured institutions included slavery, 
Indian Wars, Native American reservations, segregation, residential schools for 
Native Americans, and internment camps. Formal racial discrimination was 
largely banned in the mid-20th century, and came to be perceived as socially 
unacceptable and/or morally repugnant as well (Thompson, 2006 : 5). 
Racial politics remains a major phenomenon. Racism continues to be 
reflected in socioeconomic inequality,  and has taken on more modern, indirect 
forms of expression, most prevalently symbolic racism.Racialstratification 
continues to occur in employment, housing, education, lending, and government. 
In the view of the U.S. Human Rights Network, a network of scores of US 
civil rights and human rights organizations, "Discrimination permeates all aspects 
of life in the United States, and extends to all communities of 
color"(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Racism_in_the_United_States) 
D. Novel 
a. Definition of novel 
There are some definitions of novel Kennedy stated  “a novel is a book 
length story in prose, whose author tries to create the same that while we read, 
we experience life” (Kennedy,1995 : 312) 
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Unlike Kennedy, Abram gave definition about novel, novel is fiction 
introduce an imagination word that consists of intrinsic element like setting, 
plot, characteristics, point of view, etc. (Abrams,1981 : 61). All of them are 
existential elements because depends on the author imagination. 
So literary work and human life are difficult to separate, because 
literary work tells about life, while life is an inspiration for an author to 
produce a literary work.As welleck and warren said that literature is a product 
of man, also as an expression of society. 
The researcher think that novel is a media to discuss what happened 
actually in the human life. Novel as a media to communicate and to show the 
real situation. 
 
b. Elements of novel 
In general, novel has some main elements in purpose to build up the 
story and to make it feel complete. Those elements are plot, character, setting, 
and theme. In order to give a strong effect and high impression to the writing, 
theauthor mostly emphasizesthe focus only in one or two elements. According 
to welleck (1978: 217), there are four elements of novel, they are plot, 
character, setting, and theme. 
1) Plot 
Wellek  (1978: 217), in the theory of literature said that the plot  of 
narrative structure itself composed or smaller narrative structure 
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(episodes,incidents). Among many other elements in a story, plot holds 
them together in building a story. Plot has quality if it isexciting us. A 
successful plot must be arranged effectively. According to Perrine (1983: 
410).“Plotis sequence of incidents of events of which a story is 
composed”. In other words, plot is sequence of events in the story.  
2) Character 
According to Abrams (1981: 21) character is persons, in dramatic 
of narrative work endowed with moral and dispositional qualities that are 
expressed in what they do, it is different from Abrams, gill gave other 
definition about character. 
3) Setting  
According to Rozelle (2005:33), setting is one of intrinsic element 
work of fiction whichreveals to use when and where events of the plot. In 
other words everything that happens somewhere at some time in a literary 
work is called setting. Setting reserve to conditional total environment, 
physical, economic, social, political, and sociological in which the 
character live. 
4) Theme 
Theme is the meaning of the story, Gill (1985:195) stated that 
every fiction or literary work has theme. Theme includes ideas and point 
of view. Furthermore, Gill said that theme can be found by seeing the 
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author, how they shape a moral, how they use the important event (ibid: 
131) 
Other definition Kennedy (1966:91) explained that theme is 
meaning but it is not “hidden” and it is not illustrated. Theme is meaning 
of the story releases, it maybe the meanings of the story discover by 
theme. We mean necessary implication of the whole story not a separated 
part of the story. In summary, theme is something that describes the 
content of the story. 
E. Sociological literature approach 
Sociological approach is more concerned with individuals, and their 
relationship with society, like cultural, economical or political aspect. As 
Kennedy andGiola (1995: 1790) stated,“sociological approach is sociological 
criticism examines literature in the cultural, economical, and political context in 
which it is written or received”. 
According to Swingewood (1972:35) sociology is essentially scientific, 
objective study of man in society, the study of social and social processes it seeks 
an answer the question of how society is possible, how it works, why it persists 
moreover literature is an attempt to make sense of our lives. 
Literature performs a picture of life. Life itself is social reality. It means 
that, the social reality is also including the relation intersociety and individual, 
including author, which occurs in author’s mind. 
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Sociology contains an idea which might be used to develop certain social 
attitude as Swingewood (1972: 11-12) stated that: 
This aspect of sociology is related to the concept o social 
stability, of continuity within different societies, the way in which 
individuals come to accept the major social institutions as both 
necessary and right. But of course, sociology is concerned also with 
the processes whereby society changes, gradually, or cataclysmic as in 
revolution, from one type of society to another from feudalism to 
capitalism from example and the affects, which these changes have on 
social structure. 
Sociology of literature is a branch study of literary works, which is 
looking at literary work as its relation to the social reality, author, and literary 
creating process, and also the reader of its work (welleck,1978: 29) 
Laurenson and swingewood in endaswara (2003: 78) said that although 
sociology and literature have certain differences, but it may provide an 
explanation of the meaning of literary texts. 
So main focus of literature is literary work itself and its relation to the 
society where work produced. 
F. Ever my love 
1) Biography of Gretchen Craig 
Gretchen Craig is the critically acclaimed author of novels and short 
stories. In Craig’s private blog, the writer found: 
Gretchen Craig lush, sweeping tales deliver adgy compelling 
characters who test boundaries of integrity, strength, and love. Told with 
sensitivy, the novels realistically portray the raw suffering of people in times 
of great upheaval. 
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Having lived in diverse climates and terrains, Gretchen infuses her 
novels with a strong sense of place. The Plantation Series brings to the reader 
the smell of Louisiana’s bayous and of New Orleans’ gumbo. Crimson Sky 
evokes the lives of lives of people living under a searing sun among the stark 
beauty of mesas and canyons. Theena’s landing summons the weltering 
humidity of the Florida everglades, the flash of scarlet ibis, and the terror of 
being stranded in hurricane. 
For lovers of short story, Color of the Rose is and award winning 
collection exploring the characters and issues that comprise Always and 
Forever. Bayou stories is a dark look at troubled slows looking for solace in 
the lonely bayous of Louisiana. A the third collection, lookin’for luv, is 
written just to make you smile. 
To be published in the fall of 2014: Gretchen’s first non-historical 
novel,  The bargain is about two evil women who blight every life they touch 
until they finally turn on each other.  In Gretchen’s usual habit about of 
through research, these two characters exemplify the psychopathic profile, 
creating mayhem and heart break without feeling a thing. 
To be published in 2015 :Tansy, a novel of early lousiana,tells the 
story of a free woman of color who is born into the system in New Orleans. 
She is destined to become a rich white creole planter’s mistress, but she learns 
that she can shape her own destiny into something far richer and more 
fulfilling 
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Destiny, a novel of the great slave rebellion of 1811. Based on factual 
accounts, the story begins and ends with Charles deslondes who leads a 
double life as loyal slave and secret conspirator as he inspires the slaves to 
seize their own destiny. 
2) Synopsis  
After reading the novel and some related information from 
http://.amazon.com/everm-my-love-deliverance, the writer give a synopsis 
about this novel. It is 1860 in southern Louisiana, and Abraham Lincoln’s 
election is on the horizon. After a year at finishing school in New York, where 
she absorbed the lessons in Uncle Tom’s Cabin, Marianne Johnston of 
Magnolias Plantation has become a firm abolitionist. Though neither her 
father nor her brother understands her lack of sympathy for the “Southern way 
of life,” she regularly nurses slaves back to health after slavers catch them and 
return them home, much worse for wear. Yves Chamard has always thought 
of Marianne as an insipid southern belle, at least until he sees her devoted care 
of Peter, a young slave boy nearly mauled to death by the Magnolia overseer’s 
trained dogs. In return, Marianne believes Yves to be a ladies’ man and 
typical Creole slave owner; she doesn’t realize he helps slaves to freedom 
along the Underground Railroad. Then Yves’s mulatto half-brother Gabriel, a 
physician trained abroad, is kidnapped and sold back into slavery—forcing 
them, their family, and friends to take action. 
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Craig pulls no punches in describing the dehumanizing conditions 
slaves are forced to endure; there are several violent and brutal scenes, 
presented realistically and not gratuitously, and not every subplot ends well. 
She also excels at describing the complex social climate of antebellum 
Louisiana, in which unspoken rules govern which relationships are 
permissible across racial and class lines. As with Craig’s previous novel, 
Always and Forever, which featured the same families one generation earlier, 
the pacing is brisk, the characters multifaceted, and the plot compelling. The 
secondary romances enhance rather than detract from the story. Though the 
romantic elements are emphasized more heavily than in the first volume, this 
saga is another winner. It was a pleasure spending time with these families 
once again. 
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CHAPTER III 
METHODOLOGY OF THE RESEARCH 
 
This chapter covers the description of the research method. The description 
includes research method, data source, research instrument, procedure of data 
collection, and procedure of analyzing data. 
A. Research Method 
The method used in this research is qualitative method. Qualitative 
method is one method of research where the writer will explore the data. This 
method intends to analyze the types of  racism story in the novel Ever My Love by 
Gretchen Craig. 
B. Data Source 
The writer got the data from the novel Ever My LoveBy Gretchen Craig 
which consists of 31 chapters and 424 pages. The novel was published in New 
York in 2007 by arrangement with Kensington publishing corporation. The data 
are supported by some information from book and internet. 
C. Instrument Of Research 
In collecting data,the researcher used note taking as instrument of the 
research. Note taking is systematic system that written the data into the card 
(Tierney,1990:306). After readingEver My Love novel and other 
supportingreferences,the researcher makes some notes to classified the important 
unit or sentence that related to the problems and objectives of the research. 
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D. Procedures of Data Collection 
The procedures of data collection used by the writer will be : 
1. The writer reads the novel carefully in order to understand the content of it 
2. The writer notesthe data into the cards. The writer used the white card and put 
the data about racism into the card. 
3. The writer classified the type of racism in the novel 
4. The writer identified racism and class struggle in the novel. 
E. Technique Of Data Analysis 
The data analyzed by using racism theory introduced by charmichael and 
Hamilton. Types of Racism are used to classify the data in the novel. The writer  
see the racism in the novel Ever My Love by Gretchen Craig. 
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CHAPTER IV 
FINDINGS AND DISCUSSIONS 
 
In this chapter, writer presents the data which are considered as racism based 
Carmichael and Hamilton in the novel Ever my Love by Gretchen Craig. 
A. Findings 
In this part, the writer presented the data which were considered as racism 
based Carmichael and Hamilton in the novel Ever my Love by Cretchen Craig. In 
understanding the data the writer presented explanation, P is Page, and D is Data. 
They are as follows: 
1. Individual Racism 
Louder”  he gasped. he could hardly breathe, his chest was so tight. 
 
John Man paused. The hounds were closing in. He started at the 
heavens, at the cold, indifferent moon “We not gone outrun them dogs.” 
 
“John, they tear us up, they get us.” 
“I ain’t going back, petie. theyaxe my foot, I go back again.”P.10. 
D.1   
 
Warm hands pulled him out of the water and laid him on the ground in 
a circle of lamplight. A man with a shotgun over his shoulder nudged him 
with his boot. “You boys may as well take him on back. see if somebody 
wants to try sewing him up, but I reckon it won’t do no good ”  P.11.D.2 
 
 This poor boy won’t run away again, not with his legs and foot like they are. 
But his brother’s still out there. god protect him. 
 
 why had these two run now? This new man, she thought. McNaught. He was 
too harsh. She didn’t remember having any runaways when Mr. Smythe had 
been in change. But abolition was in the air; the slaves were bound to be 
roused. and who can blame them? 
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 Marrianne dipped her cloth into a pan of water and wiped the heat away from 
peter’s brow. There can’t be, there mustn’t be, any more boys brought home 
like this. 
 
 But father wouldn’t listen to her. He loved her and spoiled her, but he took no 
counsel from his daughter.  
 
How could she do anything more? P.20.D.5 
“Excuse me ,” Gabriel said and moved to the side.  
The man’s little pig eyes lit up. He grabbed Gabriel’s right arm. “you 
think you a mighty fine gentleman, don’t you? But you just a ni-“ 
“Release me.” Gabriel looked at the butcher’s beefy hand on his arm 
and then into the bloodshot blue eyes.  
A couple of working men stopped to wacth, their arms crossed, ready 
for a show. The question was, could he take the three of them and stay out of 
the muck on the street? probably he’d ruin his jacket, but if that was the price 
of being a man in New Orleans, so be it. P.22.D.6 
 
“Das right, honey, Dese dogs come wid dis new man” Marianne 
scooped rich loam into another pot. Finally she said, “At least I could get rid 
of the dogs” 
“Mr. Adam, he planning to use dem hounds hisself in deer season. Das 
what I heard.” 
“Even dogs that have tasted slave blood?”P.31.D.7 
 
“The dogs you used the other night. The ones who attacked the boy 
they call Peter. How many are in that pack?” 
“Thirteen. Didn’t use but eight or nine of them, though.” 
“And you have trained them specifically for hunting down slaves, Mr. 
McNaught?” 
 
“It don’t take much training to switch from game to slaves, miss. 
They take to it quick enough. The trick is to have the best scent hound you 
got to lead the pack. A bloodhound’s the best. The redbones and the blueticks, 
now, they-“ P.31.D.8 
Last season, he’d had an interest in Lindsay Morgan, a lovely girl with 
skin as smooth as cream, hair as yellow as buttercups, and who’d actually read 
a book or two. He’d accepted her father’s invitation to tour the plantation, 
including the quarters. A hungrier, more sullen group of slaves he’d never 
seen. And Mr. Morgan had boasted of how he kept his people in line with 
short rations and swift punishments. Yves had avoided Lindsay Morgan and 
her family the rest of the winter. P.54.D.11 
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The lady and gentlemen having retired from the table, Pearl collected 
the pickle dish, the preserves, and the salt cellar to put in the sideboard. Next 
she listened for Charles’ footsteps. No one coming. She picked the plates 
clean of a half-eaten chicken breast, a biscuit, and a yam and stuffed her 
skirt pocket, the one she sewed in the middle so her apron would cover it. 
P.60-61.D.12 
 
Pearl herself ate well. The women working with the cook had all the 
food they wanted, some of it just the same as what they served in the big 
house. What Pearl stole was for Luke. His rations kept him going, but a man 
big as he was, tall and broad across the chest, doing the work of two men in 
the field all day, he needed more. P.61.D.13 
 
 Marianne lifted her skirts and ran pell-mell through the trees, down the 
path, and into the crowd gathered at the cabin door. Inside, Irene lay across 
the bed, her arms draped over Sylvie’s lifeless little body. Sobs had overtaken 
her and drained her, but in a moment, she rose and again wailed her grief to 
the rafters. 
 Marianne stared at Sylvie. She’d never get used to seeing death, never. 
The body so obviously an empty vessel, the vital spark gone, and yet the 
features the same. 
Marianne began to tremble, then to shake. Vaguely she knew the 
doctor took her arm, drew her out of the stifling cabin. P.79.D.15 
 
Just as Charles had hidden himself behind a blank face, Adam too 
allowed the mask every slave owner wore to slip into place. The death of a 
child, a slave child, was simply a “domestic matter.” What ownership did to 
the owners-Yves felt it in his soul.The twisting of reason, of compassion and 
morality-deforming the minds and hearts of the people who lived by the labor 
of their fellow man.Soul killing to be a slave; soul killing to be the 
master.Though the master’s soul rotted in comfort and self-
satisfaction.P.85.D.16 
 
On the whole, Gabriel reflected, the population of the Magnolias 
quarters was healthy enough. Far better nourished and no harder worked than 
most slaves. Good management evidenced by the cleanliness of the place. The 
privies no more odorous than they had to be, no debris littering the ground 
around the cabins.Yet, even here, a child died because the man kept dogs to 
hunt runaway slaves. 
The evening before, the talk had turned to politics. Yves was 
convinced there would be war. Marcel and Adam denied it. Gabriel feared it 
and hoped for it at the same time. P.91.D.18 
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The cook was hiding something. Was Pearl lying out? The slaves did 
that sometimes. They’d go off to the woods for a few days, then come back in 
ready to face the overseer’s displeasure. Some of them figured it was worth 
the punishment to get a few days’ rest. Maybe Pearl had had too much, what 
with cooking in this heat and caring for Peter. P.112.D.21 
from the data above, the researcher found that individual racism show 
a specific treatment to the particular child or women which include most of it 
a violent act to the subject. The persecutor usually used animal or any 
inhuman way to give punishment that could result a fatal injuries or worst is 
death. 
2. Institutional Racism 
Plicated than the abolitionists claimed. 
 Thus with the innate human capacity to hold two conflicting ideas at 
once, Marianne returned to Louisiana, where life resumed its comfortable 
rhythms. Magnolias was a happy plantation, she was sure of it. father was 
good to his slaves. she herself ministered to them, wormed their children, 
treated their earaches, and brewed the potions that cured their fevers. 
 And so Marianne filled her journal with the many ways her family  took care 
to run a compassionate plantation. yet, as she matured to a woman of twenty, 
doubts increasingly nagged her. The ringing voices of those stirring 
abolitionist orators Julia Ward Howe and Henry Stanton lingered in her mind; 
the pages of her journal reflected her growing unease. 
 
 And now-here was peter. P.16.D.3 
 pearl drew another bucket and took it to her and Luke’s cabin. When 
had she ever been alone in the middle of a day? Sunlight through the window 
caught the dust motes and cast shadows in the corners. She stilled herself to 
listen to the quiet house. The peace bled the tension from her shoulders. A 
body could rest, alone , with nothing to hand. If Luke could rest like dis, find 
a little peace in de day, he not be so ready to run.P.18.D.4 
 
Gabriel cautioned Marcel and Yves, Adam too, to look alert as they 
returned to their lodging. Times were strained. With the division in 
Washington over free state versus slave states, with the strident speeches 
from abolitionists and politicants from both sides of the issue, dealings 
between the races had become tense. His guests were not on their own turf 
here, and resentments flared at the merest slight. Except for himself, Gabriel 
doubted his brothers were accustomed to dealing with freed men who felt no 
obligation to step aside on the walkway. P.38.D.9 
 
Gabriel swallowed. Behind her resentment, he read the hurt still 
burning. If he could only hold her, kiss her, tell her he loved her. But that was 
why he’d gone away. He must not love her, and she must find a suitable 
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husbantd, not a colored man who would never be accepted in her world. 
P.45.D.10 
 
He tried to think of other things. Not Simone. He’d be in no state to 
help anyone if he let his heart loose now. His future. That was a conundrum to 
occupy his mind. If he wanted to make money, he needed to minister to the 
wealthy clients in New Orleans in the winter and on their plantations in the 
summertime. Would the white planters accept him? He was nearly white, but 
he made no attempt to pass. He wished to be accepted for what he was, an 
octoroon, a free man a Louisiana, a doctor. P.68-69.D.14 
 
“This may a all change in the next few years.” He gestured with his 
smoke to indicate the plantation. “How would you feel about that?” 
“To the end of slavery?” She surprised him with her directness, and 
again with her answer. “It is an evil. It cannot go on.” 
“Few slaveholders would agree with you.” They were on dangerous 
ground now. She had no idea of this opinions; another man might spread the 
word of her radical declaration, might blacken the Jhonston name up and 
down the river. She really must not speak so freely. P.89.D.17 
That was a sadness. But after all, though their half cousinship had no 
real bearing on their being together, there was the issue of color. What small 
tolerance there had been for mixed relationships, and then only if the white 
partner were male, had vanished in these heated times. Slavery and abolition 
and states’ rights and racism-all conspired to make it impossible for Gabriel 
to speak for her. She would be ostracized, perhaps worse, if she were 
married to him. P.92.D.19 
 
She’d made her debut that season, entered the marriage market. to 
be blunt. Gowns cut to reveal her charms, scents and colors and hair styles-all 
designed to entice gentlemen to her side. Gabriel, visiting Tante Josie’s town 
house in New Orleans before the first ball og the season, lost his breath when 
Simone entered the parlor, ready for her big evening. She wore lavender silk, 
which rustled and swayed over the hoops and petticoats. There were small 
pink roses in her dark hair and at her bosom, and her brown eyes glowed with 
the awareness off new womanhood. She had twirled for him and blushed 
when he’d admired her finery. Had she known even then how he wanted her? 
P.92-93.D.20 
 
Marianne Johnston, daughter of a man who owned two hundred slaves, 
might not fully understand the despair of being another man’s chattel ,but she 
understood very well what was at stake in aiding a runaway. It was against 
the law, for one thing. It was now against the law in Louisiana to even 
emancipate one’s own slave. 
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And if she did help Luke escape, or even ignored his running away, 
she would be undermining the very institution that the South depended on for 
its monetary and cultural existence. She would be disloyal not only to her 
heritage, but even to Magnolias. To her own father. She walked through the 
dust to the chicken coop on the far side of the shade and back again. The 
consequences of being caught didn’t bear thinking about. Men had been shot, 
their homes burned for what she was considering. P.114.D.22 
 
In Gabriel’s bed, lying spent in each other’s arms, the candle flickering 
in a soft river breeze, Gabriel tried again to talk to her. So far, Simone had 
resisted all his efforts toimpress upon her the seriousness of their situation. 
Living as man and wife in st.Joh Parish could not be. They would be 
shunned, even assaulted-under the cloaked anonymity of darkness and even 
in public. if they married, the community would not allow him to make a 
living here, nor could he keep her safe. They had to make plans. But Simone 
put a finger on his lips. “Shhh,” she told him. 
One arm behind his head, the other around his love, Gabriel marked 
out a course. He would find a priest who didn’t know them. maybe in 
Donaldsonville. He would marry them, even if Gabriel had had to pretend to 
be white. 
 
But then they would have to tell their families. Simone’s mother, 
Gabriel’s mother, his father-they would not be pleased. Tante Josie loved him; 
she had been a second mother to him. But she had to want more for her 
daughter than a freedman of color could offer. Surely, though, Tante Josie had 
suspected Simone’s heart was already committed. in her most eligible years, 
simone had dissuaded all suitors for her hand. Tante Josie could not be truly 
surprised. 
 
Gabriel’s father, Bertrand Chamard, should be the least offended of the 
families. He’d loved Gabriel’s mother, a mixed-race women herself, for more 
than twenty years before she left him for pierreLaFitte. Papa should 
understand if anyone would that the heart does not consider convenience or 
propriety. 
 
Simone shifted. The yellow candlelight gleamed on her smooth skin 
and across the rise of her bare breasts. He stroked her arm and she Opened her 
eyes. P.116-117.D.23 
 
“Oui, Simone. You are.” Josephine burned a solemn gaze into 
Gabriel’s conscience. “And how will you live? Where will you live? There is 
no place in Louisiana you will be safe. You know that.” 
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Gabriel nodded. “Yes, Aunty. I will find a hospital position, or bigin a 
practice of my own, far from here. No one knows me off the river in 
Mississippi or in Alabama. Mobile a big placeor Montgomery.” 
Simone reminded her mother, “Papa was a poor Cajun, you a rich 
Croele girl, Maman. you married him.” P.119.D.24 
 
“New York is father away that I would wish,” Josie said, “but 
children, these are dangerous times. There will be no tolerance for your 
marriage down here, not with the slave owners stirred up by the talk coming 
from Washington. Southerners don’t want our ways to change, and you will 
be an affront to them.” P.120.D.25 
 
“Don’t worry. Chalk breaks all the time. Try it again.” 
Lightly this time, Peter drew the chalk across the slate in a smooth 
curved line. He help it up to show his grandmother, and lena nodded. The 
two of them might have been examining the Holy Scrools, so solemn were 
they. 
Marianne finished the pie and wiped her hands on the cloth Lena 
offered. “Now let me show you.” The first lesson began as she drew a large A 
on the slate. 
it was nearly dark when they stopped. Marianne knew there were no 
secrets in the quarters, so she didn’t ask Peter and Lena to keep this to 
themselves. They were both exhilarated; they’d need to talk about it. 
P.130.D.26 
 
The slaver pulling on the toddler yanked him from his mother’s arms, 
and the woman attacked him with all her strength, scratching and clawing and 
kicking. The other man’s whip lashed her again and again, but she wouldn’t 
stop. Finally a third man grabbed her and wrestled her to the 
ground.P.236.D.27 
 
the weeks Luke and been on the run had been terrifying. Heat, rain, 
mosquitoes, snakes even gators-and they were nothing to the danger of soul 
drivers patrolling the roads. Sometimes too the stations had signals out the 
meant Don’t Stop Here. He and Cat had run on empty bellies, fear and 
exhaustion pushing them on. But they’d made their own decisions. They’d 
been free, and the air they breathed had been sweeter for it. 
Luke and Cat had lost each other a few nights back, the slavers 
chasing them with baying hounds. They’d come to a brook. Cat had gone 
upstream, he’d gone down Luke had been caught and manacled and 
chained to his fellows in misery. P.243.D.28 
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Life with Marianne will not be easy, Yves realized. But it’s what he 
wanted. If she had the patience to wait for him. His spirits and his confidence 
sank again. I haven’t even won her trust enough for her to believe I meant 
what those kissed promised. 
Yves looked over his shoulder again. This time Marianne was not 
watching him. She rode beside the wagon and was talking to Simone and 
Gabriel. She’s not meant to be a poor man’s wife, living on a journalist’s 
salary in a cold climate. P.278-279.D.29 
“Yes, sir, the Natchez marked is flooded with cotton,” Mrs. Tadman 
was saying. She was as cultured and gracious a hostess as any Marianne had 
encountered. free Negroes, educated and sophisticated, who owned slaves. 
Marianne glanced at Yves, wondering if he dwelt on the irony as well. 
P.283.D.30 
From the data above, researcher found that institutional racism which 
happened in the novel specifically forbid the marriage between white skin 
with colored skin, either in states law or society law and there will be a 
punishment by exile the defendant out from the community. Also, the freed 
slave who married the freeman cannot owned plantation officially that 
recognized by the government. In other aspect, the slave cannot get education, 
like write or read because the government forbid the slave holder to have such 
us slave which might become dangerous to the slave holder because the slave 
can against the slave holder in any way necessary.   
 
B. Discussions 
 In this part, the writer identified the data which were taken fromthe novel 
Ever my Love by Cretchen Craig. The writer identified racism of the character to the 
others character: 
1. Individual Racism 
 Datum 1 reveals the action of the garden keeper in finding the slave. They use 
the dogs hunter to find the slave. In this quotation, some slaves run from the garden 
because they feel and get discrimination. They will run to find a freedom place and to 
get their freedom. The slave in the story is the black people of America. 
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 Datum2 describes that the keeper of the garden can get one of the slaves. He 
is peter. Peter got wound and it is bad wound. The people who brings a gun touches 
the body of the Peter by using his foots. In this condition, he does the physical racism 
where he uses the dog to get the human and he uses his foot to touch the body of the 
black skin.  
Datum 3 reveals that the slave who works in the garden does not have enough 
time to take a rest. They will work in all days and long time. They will take a rest 
only for sleeping in the night and when the time to it comes. If Luke could rest like 
dis, find a little peace in de day, he not be so ready to run. This sentence clearly 
describes how the slave work. They do not have much time to take a rest in the day. 
Moreover, if the slave is the strong one. In this novel, the strong slave is described in 
the character of Luke. Luke is the husband of Pearl. Luke decides his wife because 
Luke does not have much time to take a rest for himself and to enjoy his life with his 
wife. 
Datum 4 shows that the slave is bitten by the dogs that they use to catch the 
slave. Moreover, in this quotation the youngest girl gets this accident. They do not 
have affection to the slave and they will do the same thing to all the slaves. They will 
not see the situation of the slave. 
 Datum 5shows that the boss of the slave does immoral action to the Slave 
where they use dogs for catching the slave. Actually, the dog will use to hunt the pig, 
deer or other animals,  but in this case the boss use it to get the slave.  
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Datum 6 describes how McNaught uses the dogs to catch the human. He said 
that “It don’t take much training to switch from game to slaves, miss. They take to it 
quick enough”. McNaught argues that animals and slave are same for his dogs. 
Furthermore, he said that it is the good way to catch the slave. 
Datum 7 describes as the servant where they have to serve their boss, they 
have to prepare food and clean the kitchen. The slave who works in the kitchen can 
take the good food because they can take a little food for them. Pearl who works in 
the kitchen and prepare the food can eat the good food, and sometimes she brings the 
food into the outside where she can give that food to the other people 
Datum 8 is the additional information how Pearl work in the kitchen and take 
food the nice food. The women working with the cook had all the food they wanted, 
some of it just the same as what they served in the big house. What Pearl stole was 
for Luke.She stoles the food for her husband. It is described how difficult the slave 
life in the slavery condition. 
 Datum 9shows that Marienne sees Sylvie in the bad condition. Sylvie was 
bitten by the dogs without a reason. The dogs bit the stomach of Sylvie. In some 
days, Sylvie gets hard time where she feels hurt her stomach. Finally, Sylvie can not 
hold that hurt and die.  
 In that accident, there is not identification to the Sylvie’s case. People think 
that it is only an accident because Sylvie is bitten by the dogs and it is like natural 
disaster where the animal catches the human. People never ask about why does the 
dog beat Sylvie? 
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 In some cases, the problem about slave will never make do identification 
because society believe that they only the slave or the second class or the people who 
do not have class or in the extreme argument, some people judge that the black 
person is not human being.  
Datum 10is additional information that white people or the boss of the slave 
does not care about the death of the slave. Furthermore, they think that it is only small 
case or family problem. . The death of a child, a slave child, was simply a “domestic 
matter.” it is clearly describe about how they think about this problem 
Datum 11 shows that the situation in Magnolia is better than some gardens. 
They can enjoy the nice panorama and the clean area. But even they have done the 
best think they still get discrimination where a young girl die because of the dog.  
 The evening before, the talk had turned to politics Again, the issue about 
slave will be a hot news because people of America bring that issue into the political 
area where people will discuss and talk about that every time.   
Datum 12 describes that some slaves sometimes run to the forest and they will 
back when they are ready to accept the punishment from the slaveholders. Moreover, 
they will do something for helping their friend, for example in this quotation cook is 
hiding the Pearl’s problem. 
2. Institutional Racism 
 In the beginning of Datum 13 the woman character Marienne thinks that her 
family keeps and arranges the slave well,But after she gets adult she begins to think 
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that slavery is not good. Moreover, Marienne is influenced by the speech of Julia 
Ward Howe and Henry Stanton in against the slavery in America.   
Datum 14 reveals the discrimination to some one or racism. In the quotation 
shows that are there some people says that Gabriel can not be a good person because 
he is only a negro. Negro is the black people, they are from Africa. The people from 
America bring them to America to be slave. The American makes an argument that 
the black people do not have a class in social life. After long time, the American still 
believe that a negro is slave. The people will do discrimination wherever they found 
negro or the black people.  
Datum 15 reveals that the problem about slave is not only about the colour of 
the people, but also it brings many aspects of human life. In the quotation tells how 
the area of America is divided into two areas. There are over free state versus slave 
states, the free states are the area that there is not slavery and the slave state is the 
state that still there is slavery. At the time being, there are many people who speeches 
about slavery. They believe that the slavery should be erasing. That situation brings 
the bad condition in the social life. The social life is uncontrolled anymore.  
 Datum 16 shows that Gabriel loves a girl, but they have different color. The is 
white and Gabriel is black person. Gabriel decides to leave that girl because he thinks 
that it will be difficult to do. He argues that she should not love that girlBut that was 
why he’d gone away. He must not love her, and she must find a suitable husband, not 
a colored man who would never be accepted in her world.  
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Datum 17shows that Yves as the black people can not love a girl from the 
white family. As like mentions before that the black people is slave and they will be 
against that condition to get their freedom. The white family will not accept the black 
people to be one of their family member. Yves loves Lindsay Morgan, but Yves 
thinks that it will be difficult because of their skin. If they get married, they will not 
have good marriage and life.   
Datum 18shows that Gabriel has a strong feeling in loving Simone. Simone is 
the white girl. Even though Gabriel and Simone loving each other, but they can not 
stay together because of their skin color. Actually, Gabriel is not really black because 
he is a freeman, he is not a slave because his skin is a mixing between white and 
black or people call an octoroon.  
Datum 19tells that how ofthey against the slavery. “To the end of slavery?”,it 
is something important because at the time the issue of freedom becomes headline. 
Some slaveholders who feel worry about the human values may be agree about that 
issues, but it is very dangerous.  
“It is an evil. It cannot go on.” Slavery makes the black people put as the 
second class in the society where they get discrimination wherever they are. The issue 
of about freedom from slave is very dangerous to discuss. It can make people get big 
problem in the life.  
 Datum 20 shows that the friendship between Gabriel and Simone cannot stay 
long because their color. They cannot interact freely because they are limitation by 
the color. Simone will get discrimination because she has a negro as her friend. 
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people will not accept the white people who have closer relation with the black 
people.     
Moreover, Datum 21 shows that actually Simone loves Gabriel. But Simone is 
the white girl, where they think that it will be difficult because they have different 
color. In this case, it shows that racism is not only in the physical area, but also in the 
psychology such as love. Because of the discrimination or racism, people can not take 
their action freely including love or romantics area.  
Datum 22describes that Marianne feels that slave is something wrong because 
there is discrimination to another class of social life. Marianne begins to think how to 
against the racism, but it will not be easy because it will bring the issue of two areas, 
they are south and north area. 
Datum 23 reveals how difficult relation of the human being based on the color 
of their skin. It tells about romantics relation between man and woman in different 
color. But one complicated also is about the mixing color where the when the black 
people marry with the white people they will bear the mixing person.  
This quotation how is difficult relation between Simone and Gabriel. Actually 
their family accepts about their relation, but the issue about racism is not only about 
family’s problem, but also will bring the issue of the area, between free sate and slave 
state.  
Datum 24 shows that there are two classes on the society, they are Cajun and 
Croele, where Croele is the rich family and Cajun is the poor family. Gabriel tries to 
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remember his mom that her condition is not easy also because her father is the poor 
Cajun and her mother is the rich Croele.  
e tries to against the rule of the social life where they differentiate the people and 
make a regulation that forbid them in making a serious relation in love area or 
romantics.  
Datum 25 reveals that Simone’s mother actually accept their relation, but they 
have to go away to find a save place. New York is the good place where in New York 
there is not slavery anymore, but in south slavery is the culture. In south, people do 
not want change that situation. Of course it is from the slaveholders.    
Datum 26 shows that as the slave Peter and many slaves do not get good 
education. The slaveholders do not give an education even only how to write and 
read, because it the slave know how to read and write they will be easier to against 
the slaveholders.  
Marianne as the women and the daughter of the slaveholder is against many 
rules in relation between slave and the slaveholder. Such as she teaches the slave how 
to read and write. Peter is very happy when Marianne decides to teach him how to 
write and read. 
Datum 27 shows that the black people is like a thing that can sell. The slave 
will sell based on their conditions, strong, smart (can write and read) and sexes. In 
that quotation reveals that the seller of the slave sell the slave even the slave still 
baby. The racism begins in the beginning life of the human being (baby). 
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Datum 28 reveals that Luke and his friends get difficult life in their running. 
They run from the seller of slave. The seller of slave will use may ways to get the 
slave because they will get much money if they can sell the slave. Furthermore, they 
will get much money they success to sell the strong people like Luke.  
The black people is described is like a thing that has a price. They also cannot 
go to anywhere without a slaveholders, because even they are free, but people can 
catch them extremely and sell them. Their life is not free because their life is 
controlled by the white people. 
Datum 29 again describes about dcult life if man and women who falling in 
love each other because it is not easy to change the social life of the south culture. 
But Yves loves Marianne and he decides to enjoy and stay with Marianne in difficult 
condition. Moreover, Yves thinks that the situation will change because in America 
there is political conflict in selecting the president and one of the candidate Abraham 
Lincoln bring the issue of the freedom for black people and reduce the slavery. 
Datum 30In their journey to find the good place without racism, they arrive in 
Mississippi. In Mississippi there many rules about slave. The slave is limitation in 
many rules. 
Based on the discussion above, racism describes as something horror that 
forcing the human values. The slaveholders or the boss of the slave will do 
everything to catch and keep their slaves. They use the animals to catch them. 
Moreover, the white people sell the black people even the slave still baby.  
Again, the slaveholders do not give good education to the slave. So, they cannot read 
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and write, when the slave can read and write, it will be dangerous for the slaveholders 
because they can against the boss of the slave.  
In this issue, racism is a political issue that will change the life of people. 
Furthermore, the slave also brings the free state and slave state, and also it brings the 
big issue of the north and south area. North America against slavery and south 
America keep and stay for slavery.  
In against slavery, the author describes some characters like Marianne, 
Gabriel, Adam, Luke and etc. Most of them are the black people who against 
discrimination and only there is Marianne the white people and the daughter of the 
slaveholder who think that slavery have to reduce in the world and the black people 
can take what the white people take. Moreover, there is a mixing color between white 
and black skin, Gabriel. Even Gabriel is a free man and he is not totally black, but 
Gabriel can not take his freedom where he is sold by the seller of the slave.   
Marianne against the discrimination such as teaching the slave to write and 
read and giving the good health.Marianne against her family, because her family is 
like the other families as the slaveholders. 
Marianne is described that she is the people who have a good feeling in 
human values. Marianne decides to against her family and society and tries to protect 
the slave because of the human values, where the white people judge that black one is 
not like them which has a class in society.   
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CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS 
 
  This chapter provides conclusions and suggestions. After analyzing the novel 
Ever my Love by Cretchen Craig, the writer gave some conclusions and suggestions 
to the readers. 
A. Conclusions 
After analyzing the data, the writer concluded the results of the research, 
they are : 
1. The writer found twelve quotations that are related with the individual 
racism and eighteen quotations that are related with the institutional racism. 
2. The writer also found in the individual racism,subject of racism usually 
used violence and severity way by using animal or human force to harm. 
B. Suggestions 
  Based on the analysis and conclusions before, the writer would like to give 
some suggestions as follows: 
1. The learners of English should know about the racism in novel. Knowing about 
racism and understanding the racism will make the readers are easier in 
understanding the novel that brings the issue of social discrimination. 
2. The researcher suggest that before learning about racism the student should get 
an introduction about classification and well understanding about the racism so 
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they would able to notified the discrimination and racism in literary work and 
their social community. 
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